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Abstract:
This country emerged during the WWI where it played a great role in the victory of the Allies. It becomes the richest and the most powerful country. In the 2nd World War, it launched two bombs on the Japanese islands that ended the war. With the fall of the USSR; the USA becomes an uncontrollable country then the most “dangerous country” as Robert Kagan, a great American and Neoconservative writer described it. This research tackles the reasons which make the USA the strongest country. It also sheds light on the real persons who govern this country, and sketches their profile. These persons are not more than the Zionists who renamed themselves the “Neoconservatives” during the Cold War. The Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, a great Zionist, declared in October, 2001: “We, the Jewish people control America, and the Americans know it.”
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No one knows the real killer of Abraham Lincoln. Indeed, most of us have learnt that the sixteenth American President was assassinated by John Wilkes Booth (1); a white man from the South exactly from Louisiana. Lincoln was killed because he abolished the Blacks. The latter were slaves and they were necessary for the plantations, they had to cultivate and pluck wheat, cotton, corn and sugar cane, they had also to build bridges and railways, and had to load and unload the ships. Therefore, Lincoln tried to abolish slavery, he said: “I am not going to attack the slavery but I’ll try to make it not more developed.” (2)

The vast majority of the owners of these plantations were Jews. (3) The Jews of the Confederate states were devoted to their slaves as to their prosperity which depended largely on the economy of the plantations. Therefore, to abolish the blacks equal the fall of the Jewish Empire. Example of these southern slave-owners: Lehman Brothers was a famous bank company in the 1850s, and all the Alabama cotton were overwhelmingly controlled by Mayer Lehman; which means that all the Alabama slaves, black Africans were under his responsibility. Lehman family became so rich that they opposed fiercely to the Lincoln decision concerning the abolition. But soon, with the slaves’ benefits, they decided to move to New York where they remained bankers and there they financed the Spielberg empires of cinema. Another slave-owner in Louisiana, a lawyer called Judah P. Benjamin who worked as a Vice-President and even as War-Minister of the Confederation. He was known as the brain of the Confederation. And after the end the Civil War, he escaped to create a terrorist organization which was no more than the “Ku Klux Klan”, soon after the assassination of Lincoln; he escaped to the Great Britain. Another one, Senator of Florida, David Yulee, the first Jewish
Senator in the history of the United States of America; he was also against Lincoln decision. There were other Jews who had very important posts inside the government and did more to preserve slavery, then; they criticized the Lincoln politics; for them it was a “fatal politics of confiscation and forced emancipation”. Another important person, a religious man who supported the slaves and once he asked the slave-owners to treat well their slaves, Morris Raphall was fiercely expelled from his community by his own congregation in Baltimore. \(^{(4)}\)

Indeed, a religious man or exactly a rabbi asking for the well-being of the Blacks what happened to him? Expelled from the community! So what will be happened to others who persisted to challenge the Zionists? It was the case of Abraham Lincoln who in his last speech spoke about a dangerous people who emigrated in influx from Europe. However; the first Jews arrived to America were with Christopher Columbus in 1492, their number was more than 300,000 Jews who were expelled from Spain because they refused to embrace Catholicism, besides of the three Columbus’ friends who helped him to cross the Atlantic Ocean, and they were: Marco the surgeon, Bernal the physician and Luis de Torros the interpreter. The latter was the first who discovered the use of tobacco; he chose Cuba to live and then became the father of the Jewish control of tobacco business that exists till now. The expedition of Christopher Columbus was not financed by the king and the Queen of Spain but by two rich Jewish men who worked in the Justice Court: Louis de Santangel and Gabriel Sanchez. \(^{(5)}\)

Therefore, the 300,000 expelled Jews became a great population all over the continent in general and the USA in particular where they
became not only rich people but influential ones till the 19th century where a terrorist organization called “B’nai Brith” was suspected to be behind the Lincoln slain. Lincoln added in his speech that in less than two hundred years, these people will succeed to control the country, he meant the United States of America. Lincoln did not realize that he signed his proper death when he continued his speech telling that the fall of the United States will be caused by these people. Lincoln had no problem with the blacks; the only problem he faced during his presidency was with the Jews who persisted to ignore his instructions and for that reason, he asked his General of army Ulysses S. Grant to expulse all the Jews who caused great damages to the Union army. The richest, the most powerful people in the United States of 1860 were slave-owners. They were financed mostly by Jewish creditors, who also financed the southern army against the Unions. The Jews played an extremely huge role in the American Civil War. They refused to be separated from their precious slaves. Voltaire described them as: “barbarous, avaricious, superstitious, and filled with hatred.” (6) The rich Jews financed the Confederate army, they fought fiercely especially in the south, they did more, they sent a group of men to assassinate the American president Abraham Lincoln. And then they faked documents and the truth in order to hide their crime. Lincoln said to the Jews: “It is better for all of us to be separated.” (7) 

There is no evidence whatever that anyone besides Confederate and Jewish communities had been behind the assassination of Abraham Lincoln. Moreover, his assassination was a great governmental conspiracy since his own Vice President Andrew Johnson helped John Wilkes Booth and his friends to introduce inside the theatre to kill the President, even Lincoln’ wife Mary Todd Lincoln attested that the Vice President was behind her husband slain.
On March 15, 1866, she wrote to her friend, Sally Orne: ".. that miserable Johnson had some hand, in all this..." (8) Not only some members of Congress thought Johnson was involved but also some Americans. No evidence was found linking Johnson to Lincoln’s slain.

The Jewish people do not hesitate to eliminate the obstacles; nothing is important for them than money and power. Now they are called “neoconservatives” and their number increases more and more. They are living mostly in the United States and they become the most powerful persons. Their main objective is to control the entire world. According to some historians and many evidences, John Fitzgerald Kennedy was assassinated by the Neoconservatives. He refused to be under their control. Many proofs appeared fifty years after his death according to his wife’s will. The wife of the thirty-fifth American president Jacqueline Lee Bouvier gave dangerous information to a journalist a year after the assassination of her husband, at the same time asked him not to reveal them only after fifty years because the latter would be dangerous for her and her family, the information were secret and very dangerous to be divulged at that time. (9) A year after the death of Jacqueline, the ex-wife of the assassinated President, a book was published; it was about the real life of President Kennedy. There was also a documentary realized in 2013 by the British and where they constituted the assassination of Kennedy and his strange autopsy. The real killer of Kennedy was not Lee Harvey Oswald but a FBI agent called George Warren Hickey with his electronic arm called AR15, he was the bodyguard of the president. Therefore, during the investigations that lasted nine months, many witnesses were neither called nor asked, proofs not examined and photos disappeared. George Burkley, responsible for the safety of the President faked the X-ray
photographs, documents, and what is strange is the disappearance of the brain of Kennedy. Till now the Kennedy’s brain was not found! A book was written about the great governmental conspiracy against Kennedy entitled “The Shot that Killed JFK” by Howard Donahue. Three years after the publication of the book G. H. Hickey, the real killer of JFK lodged a complaint against the writer. (10)

In 1948, Kennedy was a journalist, and he was chocked about the Israelis and their methods to influence some statesmen and even President Truman; of course with money, in order to recognize the Israel State. The Jewish ambassador said: “Truman’s historic act of recognition will remain forever inscribed in golden letters in the 4000-year history of the Jewish people.” (11) Truman got two million dollars from the Jews. He did more for the Jews; Truman obliged many countries to vote in the favour of the Israeli state for the partition of Palestine. Kennedy whispered to his friend Fulbright: “That’s why our recognition of Israel was rushed through so fast.” (12) And he promised if one day he became a president; he would do something to stop these people. The campaign of John Kennedy was in 1959, and as wants the American tradition, the candidates for presidency must invite the high Jewish persons for a dinner in New York in order to get their financial support!

In fact, New York City has the largest Jewish population in the United States and the second largest Jewish population Centre in the world after the Gush Dan metropolitan area in Israel. These American Jewish from the 19th till nowadays play a major role in the American finance or as it is called “Wall Street”.

Kennedy had to receive the financial help from the Israelis for his presidential campaign under some conditions; they said to him: “We
know your campaign is in trouble. We’re willing to pay your bills if you’ll let us have control of your Middle East policy.” (13) Very angry, Kennedy returned to Washington for him, these people are direct in their business, and they are sure to buy anyone with money. And if the latter refuses to work hand-in-hand with them, he will be executed. Kennedy was one among those who refused to work with the Jews as well as with the Zionists; he forced the Israeli government to give up creating an atomic bomb. David Ben Gourion, the Israeli Prime Minister and the Minister of Defence since the declaration of Israel State in 1948; decided to construct atomic bombs secretly. When Kennedy heard about “Dimona”; a secret site where the Israelis made atomic bombs, he ordered regular inspections in 1961. Very angry in 1963, Kennedy sent official letters to the Israeli government to stop creation of atomic bombs. He ordered that “Dimona” had to be inspected immediately and followed by regular visits twice a year. More, Kennedy menaced the Israeli government to stop help and support if these latter would not be serious.

As Lincoln, Kennedy became the Zionist enemy that had to be eliminated quickly. Ben Gourion, the Israeli Prime Minister, vowed a fiercely hate to Kennedy and to the Arabs, for this reason, he was suspected to participate in the assassination of JFK.

Avner Cohen, an Israeli researcher wrote in his book: “Never ..., an American President was so rough with an Israeli Prime Minister.” (14) Ben Gourion was for the creation of the nuclear weapons to secure the country. Eleven days after his resignation he gave a speech where he declared that:

“I do not know another nation whose neighbours not only call for its elimination but do their possible for that. We
have not to ignore what is always happening in Egypt, Damascus and Iraq. I am sure that science will provide us with the arm that can secure us and dissuade our enemies.” (15)

The Israeli Prime Minister Ben Gourion preferred to resign from his post than to obey to Kennedy demands. Levi Eshkol replaced him. The latter received the same menaced letter from Kennedy in July 1963. Kennedy hoped to see a world without problems, he said in 1961: “Today, every inhabitant of this planet must contemplate the day when this planet may no longer be habitable. Every man, woman and child lives under a nuclear sword of Damocles. The weapons of war must be abolished before they abolish us. .... It is therefore our intention to advance together step by step, stage by stage, until general and complete disarmament has been achieved.” (16) Many countries such as the Allies, the NATO members and even the USSR and Communist countries accepted to sign the treaty where they engaged to stop making nuclear arms. Kennedy said in this assembly: “I keep thinking of the children, not my kids or yours, but the children all over the world.” He added: “This treaty is for all of us. It is particularly for our children and our grandchildren.” (17)

Israel did not sign the treaty and Kennedy decided to punish it. In June 1963, Kennedy obliged the Israeli government to give a proof that it did not create a nuclear bomb and in November he was killed. According to the Zionists, Kennedy had to be eliminated especially what he was going to do; in November, 1963, Kennedy decided to help 800,000 Palestinians to return home, these persons were expelled from their villages in 1947 and 1948 by the Israelis. Kennedy was the Arabs friend and he supported them with arms during his presidency. Two days after, Kennedy was killed. M.C. Piper wrote a thesis about
the Israeli conspiracy against Kennedy, it was very convincing with the evidences given by Mordehai Vanunu, an Israeli nuclear engineer who informed publicly in 1970, about the huge of the military site of “Dimona”, at the same time, Vanunu accused clearly the Mossad; the Israeli secret service, to be behind the assassination of John Kennedy. (18)

Consequently, Vanunu was condemned to 18 years for treason. Johnson Lyndon, the new American president chose to ignore the secret activities of “Dimona”. Therefore, the director of the CIA, John McConne, nominated by Kennedy resigned from his post. While Kennedy reduced his help for the Israeli government, Johnson increased it from 40 million dollar to 71 million and then to 130 million dollar the year after. The military help to Israel was around 92 million dollar; it was more than the whole precedent years. With the death of Kennedy, the United States stopped to sell arms to Arabs who were obliged to change the side and be allied with Russia especially Egypt and Algeria. The latter had to protect themselves from the Israeli attacks, especially after acquiring its first atomic bomb in 1967 and no country knew that. The same year, the new American President gave the Israeli government “the orange fire”, which meant the total support of the Americans for the Israelis in their war against Egypt. Nixon, alike, he ignored the Israeli problem. Kissinger however was happy to have a closer ally with a nuclear bomb. According to SIPRI (Stockholm International Peace Research Institute) in 2011, there are all over the world nearly 20,000 nuclear bombs which are 30 times powerful than the one of Hiroshima. And among them there are 1800 which are ready to be used just in one minute. Israel with only eight million inhabitants’ was the sixth nuclear power in the world. (19) In 2016, it became the fourth military power. Nevertheless, a question
arises: Did these Presidents really choose to ignore the Israeli problem or they were afraid to have the destiny of Lincoln and Kennedy? No comment.

Each one can ask questions about the tragic disappearance of the Kennedys family. The Kennedy Brothers did not like the Zionists’ influence either on the American statesmen or on the American foreign policy. The two brothers worked hard to stop the Israel methods. Even after the death of John Kennedy, Robert Kennedy remained a menace for the Israeli government. The latter was afraid that Robert will become an eventual president and follow the politics of his brother; hence one year after the War of Six-Day in 1967; Robert Kennedy was assassinated in June 1968; a president that the Israelis could not control. And few months before the War of 1973, the Israelis controlled the Senate of the United States; declared William Fulbright directly on the channel of CBS, Fulbright lost his post as senator one year after his declaration: “Israel controls the U.S. Senate. ... The great majority of the Senate of the U.S. is completely in support of Israel; anything Israel wants Israel gets.”(20) And Hesham Tellawi cited that: “It becomes impossible in this country to run foreign politics without the Jewish approval. They controlled not only the communication means but also the Congress.” (21)

After the death of Kennedy, all the Arabs were sad to lose an ally, the Egyptian President Jamel Abdel Nasser said: “Henceforward, De Gaulle becomes the only state leader that Arabs can rely on”. (22) In 1966, the American and the Israeli governments decided to destroy Jamel Abdel Nasser. The latter did not like the Americans because they are not only the first supporters of the Israeli state but they are the first Arabs enemy. (23) These neoconservatives or Zionists now control
the American Presidents, control the whole country. And, during the presidency of George W. Bush Junior, the neoconservatives far from being invisible persons, they appeared a lot as Paul Wolfowitz, Richard Perle and the senior officials such as Dick Cheney as Vice-President and the Secretary of Defence Donald Rumsfeld. President Bush was a puppet, the neoconservatives controlled everything; they ordered and Bush executed. (24)

It is important to shed a light on the meaning of the word “neo-conservatism” which means a political movement created in the United States of America during the 1960s; and where all its members were intellectuals from the Jewish communities; most of them became famous statesmen during the Republican presidential administration of the 1970s, 1980s, 1990s and in 2000s with G.W. Bush Junior where they played major role in planning the 2003 invasion of Iraq which had been the first effect of the manipulation of the events happened on September 11th, 2001. It was the Neo-conservative influence in getting the United States to go to war against Iraq. (25)

Specialists and experts on concrete and in architectural constructing, among them many Americans; were sure that the attacks of New York could be done only by high qualified persons or state that were disposed of a very high technology and appropriate knowledge besides of human and technological means, motive, occasion and above all the perfect intelligence branches to plan such crime inside the United States; this country is Israel! And the great evidence was that among the 5000 Jews who worked in the Twins were all absent the D. day! And by the way; the word “MOSSAD” was cited many times during the researches of the experts. It was clear that Israel had the great motives with sophisticated means to commit
this crime and destroy the Twins in New York. (26) Nevertheless, George W. Bush Junior was not the first American president to sacrifice his men for the well-being of the Israelis, before him there was Johnson Lyndon who in 1967.

Two days before the end of the Six-Day War in 1967, Johnson Lyndon sacrificed a ship “the USS Liberty” full of American engineers and translators. These latter were killed by the Israeli bombs in order to accuse the Egyptians and therefore the American entered the war with the Israelis against the Arabs. (27)

Analysts and observers noticed that the real menace against Israel is neither the Arabs nor Iran; but Israel itself. “It is Israel which menaces Israel with the continuation of wars, crimes against humanity, and the expulsion of the Palestinians.” (28)

Israel becomes dangerous for the entire world and only the American persists to be blind when it concerns the Jewish people. However, during the Cold War, the First Gulf War (1990-91) revealed that Israel was becoming a real burden for the United States because the latter had not the right to use the Israeli bases and it was the same thing in 2003 where Israel stayed on the sidelines again. (29)

Now, it is the same thing with Trump, since Steve Bannon, a Jewish person was nominated by the new President Trump to be his director of strategy. (30) An important incident happened during the Obama presidency in 2010, where the Israeli government wanted to build 1,600 new homes in Eastern Jerusalem. Hillary Clinton Secretary of state refused and asked the Israeli to move out since the area is in the international diplomatic stage which means it is an occupied territory. (31) Thus, the failure of Hillary Clinton in the presidency election of
December 2016 was due to the precedent incident which was described as: “one of the most serious rows between the two allies in recent decades” (32)

Israeli policy has always been contributed to the terrorist phenomenon, encouraged by the United States of America which considers it as its 51st state. The United States creates a monster which does not stop terrorizing not only the Arabs but the entire world.

And now, the significance of human security has changed, because now security is measured neither according to the military threat nor terrorism but according to the state’s needs. In 2007, the Neoconservatives were the main cause of the Iraqi war, and their following prey is Iran. The Israeli government does not stop to ask the American government about the destruction of the last powerful country of the Middle East. And most of the Western countries under the pressure of the Hebrew State try to disarm Iran. Israel wants to remain the only country of the Middle East having the nuclear bomb and is ready to use anything to preserve its position. USA and Israel are in the same side in the continuing fight against Islamic states. At the same time, Israel is a strategic ally which strengthens the US presence in the Middle East. And the American –Israel Public Affairs Committee’s website: “The United States and Israel have formed a unique partnership to meet the growing strategic threats in the Middle East...This cooperative effort provides significant benefits for both the United States and Israel.” And the Middle East remains a region of recurring instability and enormous strategic importance. (33)

The neoconservatives’ main goal is to prevent the emergence of a new rival. Professor of the Humanities John McGowan at the
University of North Carolina reported: “Our first objective is to prevent the re-emergence of a new rival, either on the territory of the former Soviet Union or elsewhere, that poses a threat ...This is a dominant consideration underlying the new regional defence strategy and requires that we endeavour to prevent any hostile power from dominating a region whose resources would, under consolidated control, be sufficient to generate global power.” (34)
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